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Motivation 
• Climate change driving a complete transformation of the electricity sector

• Rapid growth of renewables such as wind & solar (global investment of US$242 billion in 2020)
• Electrification of other sectors: transport & heating

• Fundamentally changes exposure of energy-system to weather:
• Ability of existing infrastructure to cope with impacts of a changing climate
• Ensuring new infrastructure design is robust to climate uncertainty

• Historically weak connections between energy- and climate- research
• Need for open research

• Energy-Meteorology group:
• Open data, models and tools
• Open access publications
• Building interdisciplinary community
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Humber Bridge, near Hull in Yorkshire (UK).  Formerly the longest single-span suspension bridge in the world, 
started construction 1973, opened 1981.  
Image adapted from driventowrite.com/2019/10/06/bridge-across-the-humber/#jp-carousel-55246
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Timeline of major activities
2009-2013 Scoping research

• Exploration of impacts of climate information in energy
• Enabling the use of widely accessible met data in energy applications

2013-2015 UK wind power historical reconstructions
• National Grid: rapid increases in wind capacity
• First datasets/models released on CENTAUR/group webpages then RRDR

2016-2020 European renewables
• Multiple datasets released, spanning many technologies and countries
• Includes both historic and weeks-ahead forecast

Summary
• 7 major datasets (~12GB); 2 OA book chapters; 10 full-OA journal publications
• Industrial use: Nat Grid, Crown Estate, Met Office for Nat Infrastructure Commission 
• Research users: Norway, Russia, Austria, UK & Netherlands
• Teaching: 7 PhD/MSc/UG projects; new MSc “Climate Services” module
• Contributions to 2 major freely-available EU “climate service demonstrators”
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Brayshaw et al (2011, 2012)
Ely et al(2013); Kubik et al (2013)

Cannon et al (2015)
Drew et al (2016)

Brayshaw (2018 x2)
Drew et al (2019)

Bloomfield et al (2019, 2020a, 2020b)
Gonzalez et al (2020)

…

Selected projects/publications



Open research in energy-meteorology
• Challenge of 2010’s: demonstration-of-principle (science), enabling access (data)
• Challenge of 2020’s: continues but also need for understanding, exchange and community building

• “Next Generation Challenges in Energy-Climate Modelling” workshops (June 2020 and planned for Sept 2021)
• Free, online, interactive & open
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Figure: clim2power project 
(clim2power.com)
Reproduced in Bloomfield et al 2021



Why do the Energy sector care about 
the data we are creating?

Operational
seconds – days

Trading
days – 1 year

Strategic
year – year
climate variability

Planning
climate change

Extremes
disrupting 
weather

Grid management, plant scheduling
Anticipating extreme weather

Maintenance/resource planning
Longer-term wholesale energy contracts

Characterising demand and supply
Impacts of year-year variability

Impacts of climate change
Trade-off between climate change and energy 
system change

Risk and impact of extreme disruptive weather
local vs. far afield impacts

Nowcasting & 
short range

Extended 
range & 
seasonal 
forecasts

Reanalysis
& control runs

Climate model 
projections

All of the 
above!

Images sources for control room, system planners and policy makers

Control room

System planners

Policy makers

https://www.istockphoto.com/vector/isometric-control-center-gm160246677-17170113
https://imgbin.com/png/XtmVq0AY/calendar-plan-png
https://www.shutterstock.com/search/policymaker


How open data has helped me

• At the start of my PhD there was a lot going on (!)
• Having well documented code with good metadata from 

other group members really helped get me started. 
• Other institutions open data archives were a great way 

to learn.

Image source: https://ergyork.wordpress.com/2015/01/12/starting-a-phd-here-is-some-advice-on-year-one/



• When is it ‘good enough’? 

• Is my metadata complete?

• Will someone find something wrong with it?

Is this a complete
set of instructions?

Challenges in Creating open data
Can we add 
more countries 
or more variables?

Are we using the 
best modelling 
technique?

We could try a few
more tests….

Is this data out of
date now?

What are all
these acronyms?

Is this the best 
way to package 
the data?

Image source: https://www.rightattitudes.com/2018/03/13/what-your-messy-desk-says-about-you/



Impact of Our datasets

Great starting point
for student projects

Fantastic opportunities to
collaborate with 
other scientists!
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Impact of Our datasets

Great starting point
for student projects

Datasets  are being used
across Europe in 

collaboration with us

Fantastic opportunities to
collaborate with 
other scientists!

Method are being used to
develop new products in
Mexico and USA



Impact of Our datasets
Methods used by UK 
Met Office, providing evidence
to the National Infrastructure 
Commission

Ongoing discussion 
with National Grid

Data is contributing 
to a Royal Society 
Report on the future 
of renewables

https://nic.org.uk/publication_category/supporting-evidence/

Use published scientific methods in 
collaboration with Bloomfield

Heavily based on/reference to work from the
Reading energy-met research group



Summary
• Energy systems around the world are rapidly changing to meet 

climate mitigation targets. 
• A key aspect of this is the transition to renewable energy – much of 

which is highly sensitive to weather.
• Data to quantify and understand the impact of weather and climate 

on the energy system has been historically sparse. Few researchers 
have access to sufficient expertise in both energy and meteorological 
science.

• For more than a decade our group has addressed this challenge, 
publishing 7 OA datasets 2 OA educational book chapters; 10 OA 
publications which have been widely used by academia and industry.

Contact: d.j.brayshaw@reading.ac.uk , h.c.bloomfield@reading.ac.uk

Gonzalez et al., (2020)

Bloomfield et al., 
(2020a,2020b)

Bloomfield et al., 
(2019)

Drew et al., (2019)

Drew et al., (2016)

Cannon et al., (2015)

Datasets
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e
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